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Cambodia tax alert
Lowering withholding tax on interest
from overseas loans for Cambodian
microfinance institutions

Cambodia’s Ministry of Economy and Finance issued a new
prakas No. 1129 on the implementation of withholding tax
(WHT) on interest from overseas loans for local microfinance
institutions (MFIs) on 27 October 2017. This prakas is enforced
from the signature date and will last until the end of 2018.
According to the new Article 26 of Law on Taxation, WHT on
loans from abroad borne by local MFIs will be adjusted to the
following:


MFIs are required to pay 10% WHT on interest from loans
acquired from abroad.
The remaining 4% of WHT is considered as government’s
responsibility to handle.



This concession is activated on payment on interest rate within
2017 and 2018, but is not applicable to any interest rate before
this prakas was implemented; i.e. before 27 October 2017.
According to the new prakas, in order to receive the tax
reduction, MFIs need to ensure they have the following
supporting documents:




Loan agreements which have been properly and legally
certified by both parties.
Fund transfer documents related to loan agreements.
Proper accounting records to show that the loan has
been received.

The above supporting documents are not required to be
attached with declared tax returns but must be kept for future
tax audit purposes.

Deloitte’s views
This prakas aims to reduce the cost of loans for MFIs thus
making the sector sustainable. These savings will also be
channelled to their clients.
This prakas states clearly that it is applicable for MFIs a, not
for all financial institution in Cambodia. If so, the ban,
specialised bank and/or other credit operator are still required
to withhold 14% WHT on interest payment of overseas loan.
Regarding the existing loan agreement, attorney’s certification
by both parties is not feasible. Hence, this provision is only
applicable for a new loan. The Cambodia Microfinance
Association and General Department of Taxation are working
to resolve this issue.
Should you have any questions, please contact Ms Kimsroy
Chhiv.
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